Taking the cloud management express
train to greater business value
Count on vRealize to transport your critical application infrastructure
safely and efficiently to accelerate the actions of your business

An open, extensible cloud
management platform to get you
on the right track

Customer testimonial
“VMware provided the most complete solution that was
really built for the cloud era, versus other solutions that
may have been retrofitted for cloud.”

Only VMware provides a management platform with seamless visibility and control across
– Michael Lebiedzinski, Director of Private Cloud
Engineering, Covance

existing infrastructure in addition to full support for all software-defined data center
(SDDC) and public-cloud compute IT resources (including compute, network, and storage).

Unlike the competition, VMware delivers:

Full view into SDDC health,

Multi-cloud management,

A highly scalable platform that's

configuration compliance,

including VMware Cloud on AWS

extensible to physical, virtual,
and cloud

and native vSAN integration
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Mitigate risk: time is money
Only VMware’s built-in intelligence monitors all the resources necessary to keep your
critical applications running at peak performance. Perform root cause analysis to drill
down the stack and predict potential performance issues before they can negatively
affect your business.

Unlike the competition, VMware delivers:
Up to

50%
reduction in time spent on
root cause analysis 1

75%
downtime3
reduction in downtime of
tier-one applications5
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reduction in unplanned

Enterprise troubleshooting: staying on the right track
VMware provides the transparency and visibility that lets you resolve problems
faster and more efficiently.

Unlike the competition, VMware delivers:
Up to

90%

360°

reduction in time spent
reviewing logs1

view of all your IT data1

80%
optimized utilization, with
improved workload
placement, troubleshooting,
and capacity planning2
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Intelligent workload balancing
and capacity management:
predictable scheduling to meet
the needs of traffic

Customer testimonial
“For the first time ever, we’re able to capacity plan, to look
ahead and forecast what we’re going to need for the next
one, three, or five years.”
– Ricky Caldwell, Director of Server Operations,
Architecture, and Infrastructure, Cornerstone

VMware delivers intelligent workload balancing and capacity management.
Predictable scheduling helps you manage allocations to meet the needs of
your traffic.

Unlike the competition, VMware delivers:

Up to

Up to

50%

30%

20%

reclaimed capacity1

reduction in downtimes

improvment in

operational effiency4

of tier-one applications1

TRAIN FULL
Take Express Train at Gate 9

vRealize Suite: don’t pay for individual
trips—get the full pass
Only VMware delivers a solution that provides all the features and functionality you
need in one platform, saving you money over the costs of individual tools.

Unlike the competition, VMware delivers:

70%

reduction in
manual tasks6

NPV of

$1.4M

ROI of

3

119%

3

Payback in

3 months

3

9x
fewer migrations to
achieve balance6

BUY PASS
Yearly pass

Monthly pass

VMware vRealize lets you focus on your
business—not your IT
Try the vRealize ROI calculator today to see how much you can save
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